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Q&A Feature

Please submit questions via the Q&A Feature

Please submit questions to All Panelists
Polling Feature

Please

1. Choose your answer, then
2. Click Submit

Your answer may be recorded.
POLL #1

Are you attending this Web Forum:

a) Individually
b) In a group of 2-5 people
c) In a group of 6-10 people
d) In a group of more than 10 people
Closed Captioning in Media Viewer

Click this icon to bring back the Media Viewer with the closed captions.
Kelly Hughes, MPH, RD, CHES
Associate Director, Program Strategy
National Network of Public Health Institutes

Kelly Hughes serves as an Associate Director for Program Strategy at NNPHI, serving as a liaison to CDC, and providing project and relational support for CDC-funded initiatives. Prior to joining NNPHI, Ms. Hughes worked as a Public Health Analyst in CDC's Division of Community Health to conduct policy analysis, partnership engagement, budget formulation, issues management, community health investment tracking and Prevention and Public Health Fund reporting for DCH programs and awardees, such as the Community Transformation Grant and Racial and Ethnic Approaches to Community Health programs. Additionally, she is a graduate of CDC's Public Health Prevention Service fellowship, class of 2009.

Website:  www.nnphi.org
Welcome to our presenters:

Julie Bongard

Carolyn Raikhlin
Julie Bongard is a Healthy Eating Coordinator in the Healthy Communities Department for Spokane Regional Health District. Ms. Bongard worked as a healthcare professional on the eastern seaboard and inland northwest overseeing large foodservice operations and troubleshooting systems for independent and contract food services. During her tenure working with foodservice operations she founded a professional organization of Food Service Managers in eastern Washington for the purpose of networking and enhancing regulatory and industry knowledge.

Website:  http://www.srhd.org/
As a Registered Dietitian at Unilever, Carolyn is actively working to make products throughout the grocery store healthier to help consumers eat and drink healthier versions of what they know and love. Carolyn is the Assistant Nutrition and Health Manager for Lipton®, Hellmann’s®, Knorr®, Popsicle® and Breyers®. She is a cross between a marketer, scientist and chef. She takes what she learns from the science and brings it to life by ensuring more good than bad goes into a food or beverage and that the final product tastes delicious! Carolyn holds a Master of Applied Nutrition degree from the University of Guelph and is a Master of Business Administration candidate at Wilfrid Laurier University.

Website: www.unileverusa.com
Q&A Feature

Please submit questions via the Q&A Feature

Please submit questions to All Panelists
POLL #5

Has this Web Forum given you ideas on how to take action towards public-private collaboration?

a) Yes! I have ideas and I am ready to implement them!
b) Yes! I have ideas, but I am not sure exactly how to move forward with them yet.
c) Not really: I would like some more information.
d) This is not applicable to my work.
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Thank you to our sponsors
And thank you to our behind-the-scenes people!

Chris Kinabrew  
Kristy Mugavero  
Star Tiffany  
Joanna Hathaway  
Jessica Levings

and Josh Jennings (not pictured)
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Thank you for joining our Web Forum!

The **Recording** and **Slides** will be available at [www.Dialogue4Health.org](http://www.Dialogue4Health.org)